Pucked Up A Standalone Romantic Comedy
The Pucked Series Book 2
If you ally infatuation such a referred pucked up a standalone romantic comedy the pucked
series book 2 ebook that will find the money for you worth, get the categorically best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes,
and more fictions collections are afterward launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections pucked up a standalone romantic comedy
the pucked series book 2 that we will completely offer. It is not on the subject of the costs. Its
roughly what you dependence currently. This pucked up a standalone romantic comedy the pucked
series book 2, as one of the most full of zip sellers here will agreed be among the best options to
review.

Rocked Up - Karina Halle 2017-05-21
Rocked Up is a STANDALONE rockstar romance
and the sexy, fun brainchild of the husband and
wife writing duo, Scott Mackenzie and New York
Times bestselling author Karina Halle. I've been
watching him since I was a young girl. He didn't
notice me back then and it didn't matter. Brad
Snyder, guitarist and singer for one of the
world's greatest bands, was my entire life. My
father, the CEO of Ramsey Records, takes credit
for all of Brad's success, trying to control him in
the same way he's controlled me. But I finally
get an opportunity to prove myself. To be wild.
To be free. Today I'm auditioning to be the
replacement bass player for Brad's band. If I get
the job, I'll go on tour and work with Brad every
day, in very close proximity. There's only one
rule: he's not allowed to touch the boss's
daughter. Remember when I said that Brad
never used to notice little ol' me? Well, Brad's
noticing me now. In a way that's going to get us
both in trouble. My name is Lael Ramsey and we
all know how this will turn out.
Pucked - Helena Hunting 2019-11-12
***The 1st standalone novel in The Pucked
Series*** With a famous NHL player for a
stepbrother, Violet Hall is well acquainted with
the playboy reputation of many a hockey star. So
of course she isn't interested in legendary team
captain Alex Waters or his pretty, beat-up face
and rock-hard six-pack abs. When Alex
inadvertently obliterates Violet's
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misapprehension regarding the inferior intellect
of hockey players, he becomes much more than
just a hot body with the face to match. Suffering
from a complete lapse in judgment, Violet
discovers just how good Alex is with the hockey
stick in his pants. Violet believes her night of
orgasmic magic with Alex is just that: one night.
But Alex starts to call. And text. And email and
send extravagant--and quirky--gifts. Suddenly,
he's too difficult to ignore, and nearly impossible
not to like. The problem is, the media portrays
Alex as a total player, and Violet doesn't want to
be part of the game.
Hot As Puck - Lili Valente 2017-03-22
The NHL's biggest bad boy is about to fall for
the virgin next door... I am the world's biggest
dating failure. But I have an ace in the back
pocket of my mom jeans--my sexy-as-sin best
friend, NHL superstar forward, Justin Cruise. ***
The things I want to do to my sweet,
kindergarten-teaching, mitten-crocheting best
friend Libby Collins are ten different kinds of
wrong. Maybe twenty. Give me a month, and I'll
transform Libby from wall flower to wall banger,
and ensure she's confident enough to seduce any
guy she wants. Problem is... the only guy I want
her seducing is me.--Cover [page 4].
You Deserve Each Other - Sarah Hogle
2020-04-07
When your nemesis also happens to be your
fiancé, happily ever after becomes a lot more
complicated in this wickedly funny, lovers-to1/11
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enemies-to-lovers romantic comedy debut.
Naomi Westfield has the perfect fiancé: Nicholas
Rose holds doors open for her, remembers her
restaurant orders, and comes from the kind of
upstanding society family any bride would love
to be a part of. They never fight. They’re
preparing for their lavish wedding that's three
months away. And she is miserably and utterly
sick of him. Naomi wants out, but there's a
catch: whoever ends the engagement will have
to foot the nonrefundable wedding bill. When
Naomi discovers that Nicholas, too, has been
feigning contentment, the two of them go headto-head in a battle of pranks, sabotage, and allout emotional warfare. But with the countdown
looming to the wedding that may or may not
come to pass, Naomi finds her resolve slipping.
Because now that they have nothing to lose,
they're finally being themselves—and having fun
with the last person they expect: each other.
Pucks & Penalties - Helena Hunting
2020-04-03
An extensive compilation of outtakes, deleted
scenes and a crossover novella from The Pucked
Series, which now includes: ENDORSE THIS: An
Area 51 invasion outtake in which Alex once
again tries to persuade Violet that he should go
where no man has gone before. And likely never
will. Also includes Alex & Violet inspired
outtakes such as Weiner Warmers: a Holiday
Outtake, Let's Make An Alex Jr, Pretty Eyes (a
Pucked-Good Luck Charm crossover), MILF in
Training, and Kick Stand Kid. From PUCKED
OFF A Valentine's Day love note, a series of
deleted, never before seen scenes from the
cutting room floor of Pucked Off and a special
birthday outtake. From PUCKED LOVE The
original Prologue that didn't make the cut in
Pucked Love and a Valentine's Day letter from
Darren to Charlene guaranteed make you swoon.
Area 51: Deleted Scenes and Outtakes Originally
published in 2016, this compilation of outtakes
and deleted scenes features Alex and Violet
ridiculousness, lost chapters from Pucked Up,
and alternative POVs from our sexiest, horniest
hottie: Randy Ballistic. Get Inked: A Pucked
Series and Clipped Wings Crossover Novella
Worlds collide when the PUCKED crew decide
it's time to commemorate their love of hockey
with a team tattoo and pay a visit to Inked
Armor, the renowned Chicago tattoo studio
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where master artists Hayden Stryker and Chris
Zelter ply their trade. Ink cherries will be
popped, cupcakes will be consumed, and the
hazards and enhancements of boob bling will be
pondered. NOTE: * Pucks & Penalties contains
over 90 000 words in outtakes and deleted
scenes, as well as the full Get Inked novella.
Pucks & Penalties was previously only available
at signings.
Change on the Fly - Maren Moore 2021-10-13
Imagine being in love with your best friend's
brother. Then.. keeping it a secret for years.
Ridiculously charming, a total player and a
hockey super star... Reed Davidson has been the
boy next door who's had my heart for as long as
I can remember. He was the ultimate bad boy,
and I was just his sister's shy best friend. But
when Reed's world is suddenly flipped upside
down and he gets custody of his nephew, I'm the
only one who can help. I shouldn't have offered
to come on the road with them, but Reed wasn't
cut out to be a single dad and I knew he needed
help. I tried to hide my feelings for him, but the
two of us, the cutest kid on the planet, and a
long hockey season were a recipe for disaster.
Reed was used to getting everything he ever
wanted, and this time... He wanted me. Only
now, the stakes are higher and my heart is the
one on the line.
A Secret for a Secret - Helena Hunting
2020-05-12
From New York Times bestselling author Helena
Hunting comes a new romance about trading
secrets, breaking the rules, and playing for
keeps. My name is Ryan Kingston, and I'm a rule
follower. I've never been in a fistfight. I always
obey the speed limit. I don't get drunk, and I
definitely don't pick up random women at bars.
Except the night I found out that my whole
existence has been a lie. I got drunk. And picked
up a stranger. Her name was Queenie, and she
was everything I'm not: reckless, impulsive, and
chaotic. We did shots and traded secrets. And
ended up naked at my place. She left me a
thank-you note in the morning and her panties
as a parting gift. But no way to contact her. Six
weeks later I'm sitting in the first official team
meeting of the season, and there she is. I
neglected to mention that I'm the goalie for
Seattle's NHL team. And Queenie? Turns out
she's the general manager's daughter.
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Smut - Karina Halle 2016-05-17
Smut is a standalone, tongue-in-cheek romantic
comedy from the NYT bestselling author of The
Pact. --What happens when the kink between the
pages leads to heat between the sheets?-- All
Blake Crawford wants is to pass his creative
writing course, get his university degree and
take over his dad's ailing family business. What
Amanda Newland wants is to graduate at the top
of her class, as well as finish her novel and prove
to her family that writing is a respectful career.
What Blake and Amanda don't want is to be
paired up with each other for their final project
but that's exactly what they both get when
they're forced to collaborate on a writing piece.
Since Amanda thinks Blake is an arrogant jerk
(with a panty-melting smirk and British accent)
and Blake thinks Amanda has a stick up her
(tight, round) bottom, they fight tooth and nail.
That is until they discover they write well
together. They also might find each other really
attractive, but that's neither here nor there.
When their writing project turns out to be a
success, the two of them decide to start up a
secret partnership using a pen name, infiltrating
the self-publishing market in the lucrative genre
of erotica. Naturally, with so much heat and
passion between the pages, it's not long before
their dirty words become a dirty reality. Sure,
they still fight a lot but at least there's make-up
sex now. But even as they fall hard for each
other, will their burgeoning relationship survive
if their scandalous secret is exposed or are
happily-ever-afters just a work of fiction? NOTE
ABOUT THE BOOK: Smut has coarse language
and many explicit scenes of a sexual nature
(sensitive readers be advised). However, the title
of Smut is tongue-in-cheek, and this book should
not be considering erotica.
Ask a Manager - Alison Green 2018-05-01
From the creator of the popular website Ask a
Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist
comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new
advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten
years as a workplace-advice columnist have
taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply
don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green
does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she
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tackles the tough discussions you may need to
have during your career. You’ll learn what to say
when • coworkers push their work on you—then
take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk
someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re
being micromanaged—or not being managed at
all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your
cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you
homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party
Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for
anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice
boils down to the idea that you should be
professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no
matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred
review) “The author’s friendly, warm, nononsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her
advice can be widely applied to relationships in
all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new
to the job market or new to management, or
anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I
am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager
column. This book is even better. It teaches us
how to deal with many of the most vexing big
and little problems in our workplaces—and to do
so with grace, confidence, and a sense of
humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and
author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate
playbook for navigating the traditional
workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin
Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life
Together
Pucked Up - Helena Hunting 2019-11-12
***The 2nd standalone novel in The Pucked
Series*** Miller "Buck" Butterson has been
banging his way through life ever since a puck to
the face fixed his messed up front teeth. After
five years in the NHL, deflecting goals on the ice
and scoring them with puck bunnies, Miller has
decided he's ready for a girlfriend. A real, nonbunny girlfriend to take on dates, and not jump
into bed with after five seconds of conversation.
Miller thinks he's found that woman in his
teammate's sister. Except, unlike team captain
and all-around nice guy Alex Waters--who
happens to date his stepsister, Miller's media
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reputation as a manwhore is well earned.
Beyond that minor detail, Miller doesn't know
the first thing about relationships or the time
and effort they require. Miller learns--eventually-that if he wants to make Sunshine "Sunny"
Waters fall for him, he's going to have to do a
whole lot more than show her his stick skills in
the bedroom.
A Lie for a Lie - Helena Hunting 2019-10-15
From the New York Times-bestselling author of
the Pucked series comes a romantic comedy
about instant attraction, second chances, and
not-so-little white lies.
Making Up - Helena Hunting 2019-07-16
A new standalone, laugh-out-loud romantic
comedy by New York Times bestselling author
Helena Hunting. Cosy Felton is great at her
job—she knows just how to handle the
awkwardness that comes with working at an
adult toy store. So when the hottest guy she’s
ever seen walks into the shop looking completely
overwhelmed, she’s more than happy to turn on
the charm and help him purchase all of the items
on his list. Griffin Mills is using his business trip
in Las Vegas as a chance to escape the broken
pieces of his life in New York City. The last thing
he wants is to be put in charge of buying gag
gifts for his friend’s bachelor party. Despite
being totally out of his element, and mortified by
the whole experience, Griffin is pleasantly
surprised when he finds himself attracted to the
sales girl that helped him. As skeptical as Cosy
may be of Griffin’s motivations, there’s
something about him that intrigues her. But
sometimes what happens in Vegas doesn’t
always stay in Vegas and when real life gets in
the way, all bets are off. Filled with hilariously
awkward situations and enough sexual
chemistry to power Sin City, Making Up is the
next standalone in the Shacking Up world.
Little Lies - Helena Hunting 2020-11-16
An emotional, angst-ridden story about two
childhood friends who learned to rely on one
another to cope with their anxiety, only when it
got to be too much, their families tore them
apart. Now as college students, they must
navigate adulthood and try to avoid falling into
old behaviors, only problem is they've fallen in
love.
Forever Pucked - Helena Hunting 2019-11-12
Being engaged to Alex Waters, team captain and
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the highest paid NHL player in the league, is
awesome. How could it not be? In addition to
being an amazing hockey player, he's an
incurable romantic with an XL heart, and an XXL
hockey stick in his pants. And he knows how to
use it. Incredibly, orgasmically well. Alex is the
whole package and more. Literally. Like his
package is insane. Total world record holder
material. So it makes complete sense that Violet
Hall can't wait to nail him down to the
matrimonial mattress and become Mrs. Violet
Waters. It's so romantic. Violet is totally stoked
to set a date. Eventually. At some point. Likely
before the next millennium. Or when Violet stops
getting hives every time someone brings up the
wedding, and their mothers stop colluding on
stadium sized venues. Whichever comes first.
***Forever PUCKED is a followup to PUCKED
(The Pucked Series Book 1), while it is not
necessary to have read Pucked Up (Book 2) or
Pucked Over (Book 3) it is highly recommended
to that you read Pucked first.***
REEL LOVE: a stand-alone romantic comedy
- Evie Browning 2021-05-04
After a scorching hot kiss and an awkward meetsecond, can they find a second chance on set?
Anna Kovác’s career as a movie director is over
if she can’t jumpstart a failing production in
Rome: a B-movie that’s over budget and behind
schedule. She’s thirty-five years old, her best
picture is ten years behind her, and her exhusband, a powerful Hollywood agent, is still
meddling in her career. John Mills can’t get an
agent to listen to his screenplay pitch, because
they’re too busy casting him as Shirtless
Werewolf Number Three. His part-time jobs are
barely enough to pay his rent, and he’s done
being thought of as nothing but a pretty face, by
the industry and his dates. On location in Rome
complications abound on-set, but with each
disaster that Anna and John overcome together,
their burgeoning friendship develops into a notto-be-denied attraction. Anna’s insecurities
about being with John resurface when the press
ridicules her for having an on-set fling with a
younger man, showing John first-hand the
harassment she has to deal with in her job. And
John didn't realize exactly what kind of a devil he
made a deal with when he took this job from a
powerful agent, none other than Anna’s exhusband out for revenge. The two must find a
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way to navigate the rocky terrain of dating a
coworker in an already tumultuous industry or
lose their careers and their chance at a happily
ever after. Cover Design and Illustration by Leni
Kauffman
Fix Her Up - Tessa Bailey 2019-06-11
“Fix Her Up ticks all my romance boxes. Not
only is it hilarious, it’s sweet, endearing,
heartwarming and downright sexy. It’s a recipe
for the perfect love story.” – Helena Hunting,
New York Times bestselling author of Meet Cute
A steamy, hilarious new romantic comedy from
New York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey,
perfect for fans of Christina Lauren and Sally
Thorne! Georgette Castle’s family runs the best
home renovation business in town, but she
picked balloons instead of blueprints and they
haven’t taken her seriously since. Frankly, she’s
over it. Georgie loves planning children’s
birthday parties and making people laugh, just
not at her own expense. She’s determined to fix
herself up into a Woman of the World...
whatever that means. Phase one: new
framework for her business (a website from this
decade, perhaps?) Phase two: a gut-reno on her
wardrobe (fyi, leggings are pants.) Phase three:
updates to her exterior (do people still wax?)
Phase four: put herself on the market (and stop
crushing on Travis Ford!) Living her best life
means facing the truth: Georgie hasn’t been on a
date since, well, ever. Nobody’s asking the town
clown out for a night of hot sex, that’s for sure.
Maybe if people think she’s having a steamy love
affair, they’ll acknowledge she’s not just the
“little sister” who paints faces for a living. And
who better to help demolish that image than the
resident sports star and tabloid favorite. Travis
Ford was major league baseball’s hottest rookie
when an injury ended his career. Now he’s
flipping houses to keep busy and trying to forget
his glory days. But he can’t even cross the street
without someone recapping his greatest hits. Or
making a joke about his… bat. And then there's
Georgie, his best friend’s sister, who is not a kid
anymore. When she proposes a wild
scheme—that they pretend to date, to shock her
family and help him land a new job—he agrees.
What’s the harm? It’s not like it’s real. But the
girl Travis used to tease is now a funny, full-oflife woman and there’s nothing fake about how
much he wants her...
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Inked Armor - Helena Hunting 2014-05-13
In this follow-up to Clipped Wings, the emotional
love story continues between Hayden and
Tenley; two young people who desperately want
to love and be loved but are afraid to completely
let go of their pasts. In the wake of losing Tenley
Page, tattooist Hayden Stryker's tumultuous past
is haunting him. Plagued by nightmares about
the murder of his parents, Hayden reaches out
again to Tenley. Having run from the man she
doesn't believe she deserves, Tenley finally lays
her guilt to rest. Despite their intense physical
attraction, Hayden and Tenley struggle to repair
their fragile emotional connection. As Hayden
gets closer to the truth, he must find a way to
reconcile his guilt over his parents' death in
order to keep the woman who finally cracked his
armor, and found her way into his heart.
By a Thread - Lucy Score 2020-04-23
Dominic was staring at me like he couldn't
decide whether to chop me into pieces or pull
my hair and French kiss me. Dominic I got her
fired. Okay, so I'd had a bad day and took it out
on a bystander in a pizza shop. But there's
nothing innocent about Ally Morales. She proves
that the first day at her new job... in my office...
after being hired by my mother. So maybe her
colorful, annoying, inexplicably alluring
personality brightens up the magazine's offices
that have felt like a prison for the past year.
Maybe I like that she argues with me in front of
the editorial staff. And maybe my after-hours
fantasies are haunted by those brown eyes and
that sharp tongue. But that doesn't mean that
I'm going to be the next Russo man to take
advantage of his position. I might be a secondgeneration son of a... fill in the blank, but I am
not my father. She's working herself to death at
half a dozen dead-end jobs for some secret
reason she doesn't feel like sharing with me. And
I'm going to fix it all. Don't accuse me of caring.
She's nothing more than a puzzle to be solved. If
I can get her to quit, I can finally peel back all
those layers. Then I can go back to salvaging the
family name and forget all about the dancing,
beer-slinging brunette. Ally Ha. Hold my beer,
Grumpy Grump Face. Author's Note: A steamy,
swoony workplace romantic comedy with a
grumpy boss hero determined to save the day
and a plucky heroine who is starting to wonder if
there might actually be a beating heart beneath
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her boss's sexy vests.
In Five Years - Rebecca Serle 2020-03-10
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A Good
Morning America, FabFitFun, and Marie Claire
Book Club Pick “In Five Years is as clever as it is
moving, the rare read-in-one-sitting novel you
won’t forget.” —Chloe Benjamin, New York
Times bestselling author of The Immortalists
Perfect for fans of Me Before You and One
Day—a striking, powerful, and moving love story
following an ambitious lawyer who experiences
an astonishing vision that could change her life
forever. Where do you see yourself in five years?
Dannie Kohan lives her life by the numbers. She
is nothing like her lifelong best friend—the wild,
whimsical, believes-in-fate Bella. Her meticulous
planning seems to have paid off after she nails
the most important job interview of her career
and accepts her boyfriend’s marriage proposal in
one fell swoop, falling asleep completely content.
But when she awakens, she’s suddenly in a
different apartment, with a different ring on her
finger, and beside a very different man. Dannie
spends one hour exactly five years in the future
before she wakes again in her own home on the
brink of midnight—but it is one hour she cannot
shake. In Five Years is an unforgettable love
story, but it is not the one you’re expecting.
Beauty and the Beefcake - Pippa Grant
2019-09-13
There are two kinds of women in the world those I can bang, and those I can't. My
teammate's sister? She's a can't. I moved in with
her to protect her from a nasty ex, not to be the
next guy in line. She's the brains. I'm the brawn.
She's the fruit. I'm the sausage. She talks too
much. I don't talk at all, if I don't have to. Should
be easy to resist her. But every minute I spend
with Felicity is another minute she gets under
my skin. She makes me feel like something more
than a dumb puckhead with a big Zamboni pony.
And it's getting harder to remember why I need
to keep my hands to myself. Beauty and the
Beefcake is a vegan-friendly standalone romantic
comedy featuring a hockey player whose
vocabulary is the only thing smaller than a
hockey puck, a book-smart but aimless
ventriloquist with too many voices in her head, a
dilapidated old house that may or may not be
haunted, and no cheating or cliffhangers.
Pucked up Love - Lili Valente 2018-08-03
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Wanted: Discreet Dominant gentleman to teach
maybe-submissive woman the rules of the game.
No whips, chains, paddles, handcuffs, ropes, or
toys. No nookie. No creepy stuff. No butt stuff.
No gluten. Just the facts, Sir. Serious inquiries
only. –CuriousCat4 When I see the ad in the
Portland Alternative’s “Love Wanted” section, I
can’t resist the urge to respond. Yes, it’s
dangerous—as a star forward for the Badgers I
have a reputation to protect—but I miss the thrill
of calling the shots in the bedroom and reading
that ad is the first time I’ve laughed in months.
So I reach out to Curious Cat about the
“educational” opportunity... A few sizzling—and
hysterical—emails later we arrange to meet. I’m
hoping we’ll have chemistry, and I might finally
be on my way to getting over my ex-girlfriend.
And then the gate to the beer garden swings
open and in walks Hailey. My ex is Curious Cat,
and this experiment just got a hell of a lot more
complicated. But I never back down from a
challenge—on or off the ice. I keep my
educational offer on the table—six weeks of
submissive lessons. Six weeks to learn how to
drive a Dominant man crazy, and then we part
ways as friends. What do I have to lose? Except
what’s left of my heart? Keywords: hockey
romance, virgin romance, BDSM romance,
dominant male, alpha male, lessons in seduction,
new adult, new adult romance, sports romance,
sports, friends to lovers, opposites attract
romance, opposites attract, workplace, humor,
comedy, romance, contemporary, alpha male,
love, career, bad boy, family, fiction, forbidden,
forbidden romance, romantic comedy,
roommates, roomie, roomies, best friends to
lovers romance, contemporary romance, best
friends in romance, brothers, athletes, rom com,
hilarious, romance series, romance books, beach
reads, funny, stories, sensual, sensual romance,
hot guy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming,
kissing books, romance series, long series, long
romance series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes,
sports romance, Lili Valente, L. Valente.
Flipped - Wendelin Van Draanen 2020-08-20
A classic he-said-she-said romantic comedy, with
bonus content including a Q&A with the author.
All I've ever wanted is for Juli Baker to leave me
alone. For her to back off – you know, just give
me some space. Juli has been making Bryce's life
hell from the moment they met. All he wants is
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to live a normal life, without some crazy person
mooning after him. The first day I met Bryce
Loski, I flipped. Honestly, one look at him and I
became a lunatic. It's his eyes. But she doesn't
see it that way. In her eyes, they're meant for
each other, even though he might not realize it
yet. That is, until the eighth grade, when
everything flips. And just as Juli starts to realize
that Bryce may not be all he seemed, Bryce
begins to think that there's more to Juli than
meets the eye . . . Wendelin Van Draanen's
Flipped is a modern-day classic about first love
and not judging a book by it's cover. A romantic
comedy-of-errors told in alternating chapters by
two fresh, funny voices.
A Playing Dirty Romantic Comedy Duet Pamela DuMond
A PLAYING DIRTY DUET featurES two steamy,
STAND ALONE, Holiday Romantic Comedies.
THE CLIENT I was an underpaid assistant
working at a matchmaking agency, surviving on
Insta-Ramen and dreams. How was it possible
that I made a love match that resulted in the
society marriage of the year? Christmas season
was upon us and I planned on enjoying this
gorgeous wedding. I didn’t plan on running into
the smoking hot, tuxedo-clad brick wall of a
man. I didn’t plan on him stopping my fall by
grabbing onto my boob and Not. Letting. Go. I
most definitely didn’t plan on this gorgeous man
being my new CLIENT. Joe was heir to the
Delacroix Hotel fortune, whip smart, hilariously
funny, and so yummy. I was tempted to… good
God I wanted to... but sleeping with clients was a
big, fat ‘No-No.’ Weren’t some rules meant to be
broken? ** THE MATCHMAKER Aiden Black
thought he’d left his past behind when he
abandoned the priesthood. He channeled his
desire to help others by creating WGA -Chicago’s premiere matchmaking agency.
Aiden’s the expert at finding true love for his
clients but he’s put his own needs on hold for a
Very. Long. Time. Violet Accardi doesn’t want to
settle down and be a Mafia princess – she’s busy
building her own sportswear company. Problem
is Uncle Vincent promised Violet’s hand in
marriage to the son of a rival family. When his
goon attempts to kidnap her at the WGA
Christmas party, Aiden shuts him down by
pretending to be Violet’s fiancé. He’s smoking
hot, such a gentleman, and Violet wonders what
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could it hurt to pretend to be in love for just one
night? But Uncle Vincent calls their bluff,
popping them both on a private jet headed to the
Accardi home in Sicily for the holidays. Life for
Violet and Aiden is about to become more
complicated... Praise "Funny, witty, and hot, hot,
HOT!..." ~ Ann Charles, USA Today Bestselling
Author. "A captivating love story; simply have no
words to describe how beautiful it is." Sofia
Beddable Reads "2 Thumbs up for a great heart
warming story..." ~ Barbara - A. Reviewer "Lots
of feels, terrific secondary characters, drama,
comedy, angst, this book has it all!" ~ Melissa P.
"The perfect balance of funny (like laugh out
loud funny), witty, and sexy (sosohot)." ~ Sweet
Red Reader "... a sexy, funny, emotional
heartwarming romance." April Symes "Everyone
needs to discover Aiden Black..." Amy Stephens
1 click the Playing Dirty Duet!
Pucked Under - Helena Hunting 2019-11-12
Randy Ballistic and Lily LeBlanc are head-overheels, bed-breakingly, screaming orgasmically in
love. But even they have their challenges, mostly
outside of the bedroom. With the off-season
coming to a close and the boys gearing up for
training camp, one more weekend of fun is the
perfect way to welcome the new season. The
entire crew piles into vehicles and drives to Alex
and Violet's Chicago cottage for a few days of
relaxation―and hopefully a chance for Randy to
shake the anxiety that's been plaguing him.
Accidental wardrobe malfunctions, typical Violet
inspired overshares, and a whole lot of private
time round out the perfect weekend getaway.
But the moment they return to the city all of
Randy's angst resurfaces with the arrival of a
surprise houseguest. ***A PUCKED Series
Sequel featuring the couple most likely to be
found getting it on in a bathroom. PUCKED
UNDER is best read after the standalone novel
PUCKED OVER***
I Pucking Love You - Pippa Grant 2021-04-08
You know those stories where an adorably
misunderstood clumsy girl needs a fake date to a
wedding so she asks her brother's best friend
and they accidentally fall in love? I wish that was
the kind of life I lead, but it's not. I don't need a
date to a wedding. I need a date to a funeral.
Clumsy sometimes fits, but then, that's true for
all of us, right? But adorable? No.
Misunderstood? Nope again. I'm just your
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average girl, standing in front of a funeral
invitation, asking it to be a winning lottery ticket
instead. And I don't have a brother, or a best
friend with a brother available, which means I'm
stuck with Tyler Jaeger. Sure, he's a professional
hockey player who also knows advanced
calculus, but let's say we're not compatible and
leave it at that. I should know. I am a
matchmaker. Not a very good one, but that's
beside the point. I know a mismatch when I see
one. Still, Tyler's what I've got, and I am not
going to this funeral solo, so he's what I'll take.
After all-what could go wrong at a funeral? I
Pucking Love You is a hilariously wrong
romantic comedy about the world's worst
matchmaker, a hockey player with a problem he
doesn't want to talk about, and an awkward
date-of-convenience that everyone would prefer
to forget. It comes complete with a cat working
his way through his nine lives, all the sexy times,
fish and chips, and a swoony happily-ever-after.
Pucked Off - Helena Hunting 2019-11-12
*A Standalone novel* I'm NHL defenseman
Lance Romero, AKA Lance "Romance." I'm
notorious for parties and excess. I have the most
penalty minutes in the league. I get into the
most fights. I take the most hits. I'm a player on
and off the ice. I'm the one women with no
inhibitions want. Not because I like the
notoriety, but because I don't know how to be
any other way. I have secrets. Ones I shared
with the wrong person, and she used them
against me. Sometimes she still does. I should
cut ties. But she makes it difficult, because she's
the kind of bad I deserve. At least that's what I
believed until someone from my past gets caught
up in my present. She's all the good things in
this world. She lights up my dark. I shouldn't
want her. But I do. I should leave her alone. But
I won't.
A Favor for a Favor - Helena Hunting
2020-01-28
From the New York Times bestselling author of
Pucked and A Lie for a Lie, a new stand-alone
romance about trading favors, battling wills, and
winning love. When I joined Seattle's NHL
expansion team, I thought it was the start of
something great. But nothing ever goes the way
you expect. Take my introduction to my new
neighbor. She came rolling in on the hot mess
express at midnight, making a racket while she
pucked-up-a-standalone-romantic-comedy-the-pucked-series-book-2

tried to get into my team captain's apartment.
Did I mention that he's married to a woman who
definitely was not her? Imagine my surprise
when I end up with an injury that has me out of
the game for weeks, and she's the one to offer to
help me. I should probably add that she's not the
captain's mistress. She's his sexy, pastel-haired
younger sister. So we come up with an
arrangement: she rehabs me so that I can get
back on the ice sooner, and she can add a
professional athlete that isn't her brother to her
client list. Seems simple enough. As long as I can
keep my hands to myself and my hormones in
check.
Bad Motherpuckers: Volume One - Lili
Valente 2021-10-19
Three HOT Standalone hockey rom coms
including… HOT AS PUCK The things I want to
do to my sweet, kindergarten-teaching, mittencrocheting best friend Libby Collins are ten
different kinds of wrong. Maybe twenty. But I'm
a firm believer in teaching by example, and by
the end of our first sex lesson, we've graduated
to a hands on approach to her education: my
hands all over her, her hands all over me, and
her hot mouth melting beneath mine as I prove
to her there isn't a damned thing wrong with the
way she kisses. Give me a month, and I'll
transform Libby from wall flower to wall banger,
and ensure she's confident enough to seduce any
guy she wants. Problem is... the only guy I want
her seducing is me. SEXY MOTHERPUCKER
Laura Collins is the last woman I should be
thinking about taking in the back seat of my car,
in the woods behind my in-laws' house, or in a
hotel room where we're sharing one very small,
very squeaky bed. I need a steady, stable
influence for my daughter, not a fling with this
too wild, too young, too impulsive red head. So
what if she's beautiful and intense and
passionate and has the biggest heart I've ever
known? I don't want to fall in love. I really don't.
The whole "pretend girlfriend" thing was
supposed to solve my problems, buy me a little
more time. But when it comes to Laura? Hell,
maybe I'm just not cut out for faking it. PUCK
AHOLIC I hate my new roommate… And I want
to do dirty, delicious things to her in that swing
she installed that we both know has nothing to
do with aerial yoga. Neither of which is good,
considering Diana Daniels is my NHL team
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captain's little sister, and he will break my face if
I'm not a perfect gentleman. I try to be. Really, I
do. But Diana has all sorts of Jedi mind tricks to
make a man obsessed with getting her into bed,
and I'm not gonna lie--I fall for every single one
of them. Especially the one where she warns me
not to fall for her.
Hooking Up: A Novel - Helena Hunting
2017-11-07
Amalie Whitfield is the picture of a blushing
bride during her wedding reception–but for all
the wrong reasons. Instead of proclaiming his
undying love, her husband can be heard, by
Amalie and their guests, getting off with
someone else. She has every reason to freak out,
and in a moment of insanity, she throws herself
at the first hot-blooded male she sees. But he’s
not interested in becoming her revenge screw.
Mortified and desperate to escape the postwedding drama, Amalie decides to go on her
honeymoon alone, only to find the man who
rejected her also heading to the same tiny island
for work. But this time he isn’t holding back. She
should know better than to sleep with someone
she knows, but she can’t seem to resist him.
They might agree that what happens on the
island should stay on the island, but neither one
can deny that their attraction is more than just
physical. Filled with hilariously scandalous
situations and enough sexual chemistry to power
an airplane from New York City to the South
Pacific, Hooking Up is the next standalone,
laugh-out-loud romantic comedy from Helena
Hunting, the New York Times bestselling author
of the Pucked series and Shacking Up.
Lovewrecked - Karina Halle 2020-04-26
A grumpy groomsman. A surprise shipwreck.
Stuck on a deserted island together? Worst
maid-of-honor gig ever. From the NYT
bestselling author of A Nordic King comes an allnew standalone romantic comedy.Daisy Lewis is
experiencing a relentless string of bad
luck.Fortunately, Daisy has her sister's
destination wedding coming up. A week of sand,
sea, and sun in the South Pacific as the maid-ofhonor is exactly what Daisy needs to forget her
upturned life and focus on the positive.That is
until Daisy meets the best man.If you take tall,
dark, and handsome, and add a dash of rugged,
a pinch of brooding, and a whole lot of sexy,
you've got Tai Wakefield. Unfortunately he's also
pucked-up-a-standalone-romantic-comedy-the-pucked-series-book-2

a major grump, total alpha, and seemingly out to
antagonize Daisy at every turn.As if being part of
the wedding party with Tai wasn't bad enough,
Daisy's bad luck soon resurfaces when she ends
up on a cramped sailboat with Tai and the
newlyweds.Which then shipwrecks on a deserted
island near Fiji.Okay, so they aren't completely
alone. There's an oddball research scientist who
has been isolated for far too long, they have
rundown bungalows as shelter, stores of water
and canned food, plus a feral goat named
Wilson.It's Lost...without the smoke monster.But
with rescue weeks away, Tai and Daisy realize
the only way they're going to get through this
mess is to stop fighting and start working
together.And with their guards down, they get
closer.A lot closer.Soon, Daisy realizes that the
only thing worse than being stuck on a deserted
island, is being stuck on a deserted island with a
man she hates to love and loves to hate.A man
that can break her heart.
Nailed: A Standalone Romantic Comedy - Tara
Wyatt 2019-08-07
From award-winning author Tara Wyatt comes a
sexy contemporary standalone romance set
during a steamy Boston summer. If smartass
carpenter Adam Hennessey hadn't stood up
Charlie Grant over a year ago, he might not find
himself on the other side of a slammed door. But
when Adam volunteers to repair Charlie's deck
as a favor to a friend, that's exactly where he
finds himself. Does he regret standing her up?
Yes. Does he find the cynical, sarcastic sports
journalist unbearably sexy? Also yes. Does she
hate his guts? All the yes. Charlie's not the
forgiving type, especially after a broken heart in
the past has left her jaded, but she can't deny
that Adam, with his beard, tattoos and pantymelting smile (oh, and muscles--can't forget to
mention the muscles) might just be winning her
over. With a second chance on the line, Charlie
will have to decide if getting nailed by the
smoking hot carpenter is worth the risk.
Clipped Wings - Helena Hunting 2014-03-04
An emotional love story that follows the touchand-go relationship of Hayden and Tenley; two
young people who desperately want to love and
be loved but are afraid to completely let go of
their pasts. Their body art is hot. Their
chemistry is even hotter. From her dark hair
sweeping below her waist to her soft, sexy
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curves, Tenley Page intrigues tattoo artist
Hayden Stryker in a way no one else ever
has…especially when she asks him to ink a
gorgeous, intricate design on her back. Yet for
all her beauty, there is something darkly tragic
and damaged about Tenley that Hayden is
everything. Covered in ink and steel, Hayden is
everything Tenley has never dared to want,
awakening a desire to explore more than the art
adorning his stunning body. Trapped by a past
that leaves her screaming from nightmares,
Tenley sees Hayden as the perfect escape.
Although he has secrets too, if they both keep
themselves guarded perhaps their intense
physical connection will remain only that. But
nothing, not even passion, can keep them safe
from their pasts…
Shacking Up - Helena Hunting 2017-05-30
Ruby Scott is months behind on rent and can’t
seem to land a steady job. She has one chance to
turn things around with a big audition. But
instead of getting her big break, she gets sick as
a dog and completely bombs it in the most
humiliating fashion. All thanks to a mysterious,
gorgeous guy who kissed—and then coughed
on—her at a party the night before. Luckily, her
best friend might have found the perfect
opportunity; a job staying at the lavish
penthouse apartment of hotel magnate Bancroft
Mills while he’s out of town, taking care of his
exotic pets. But when the newly-evicted Ruby
arrives to meet her new employer, it turns out
Bane is the same guy who got her sick. Seeing
his role in Ruby’s dilemma, Bane offers her a
permanent job as his live-in pet sitter until she
can get back on her feet. Filled with hilariously
awkward encounters and enough sexual tension
to heat a New York City block, Shacking Up,
from New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Helena Hunting, is sure to keep you
laughing and swooning all night long.
Pucked Over - Helena Hunting 2019-11-12
***A standalone novel in The Pucked Series***
Lily LeBlanc isn't versed in the art of casual sex,
but after seven years in an on-again, off-again
relationship, she's definitely willing to give it a
shot. And who better to try it with than her best
friend's boyfriend's best friend? What could
possibly go wrong? NHL player, Randy Ballistic,
lives up to his last name on the ice and in the
bedroom. His best friend and teammate has
pucked-up-a-standalone-romantic-comedy-the-pucked-series-book-2

recently given up the puck bunnies and traded
them in for a real girlfriend. And she just
happens to have a seriously feisty, extra-hot best
friend on the rebound. Randy's more than happy
to be Lily's spring board back into the dating
scene. But casual sex is only casual until those
pesky things called emotions get involved. Once
that happens, someone's bound to get pucked
over.
Hooking Up: A Novel - Helena Hunting
2017-11-07
Filled with hilariously scandalous situations and
enough sexual chemistry to power an airplane
from New York City to the South Pacific,
Hooking Up is the next standalone, laugh-outloud romantic comedy from Helena Hunting, the
New York Times bestselling author of the
Pucked series and Shacking Up. Amalie
Whitfield is the picture of a blushing bride
during her wedding reception–but for all the
wrong reasons. Instead of proclaiming his
undying love, her husband can be heard, by
Amalie and their guests, getting off with
someone else. She has every reason to freak out,
and in a moment of insanity, she throws herself
at the first hot-blooded male she sees. But he’s
not interested in becoming her revenge screw.
Mortified and desperate to escape the postwedding drama, Amalie decides to go on her
honeymoon alone, only to find the man who
rejected her also heading to the same tiny island
for work. But this time he isn’t holding back. She
should know better than to sleep with someone
she knows, but she can’t seem to resist him.
They might agree that what happens on the
island should stay on the island, but neither one
can deny that their attraction is more than just
physical.
The Piano Man Project - Kat French
2015-07-30
A delightfully romantic, heartwarming read for
everyone who's ever looked for The One and
found someone better. You: kind, piano-playing
sex god Me: hopelessly romantic charity shop
manager Honeysuckle Jones has a problem, and
her best friends Nell and Tash are on a mission
to help her solve it. She needs a man -- a caring,
intelligent, funny man. But most importantly, a
man who's good with his hands... Luckily
Honey's new neighbour -- moody, antisocial exchef Hal -- fails on almost every count. Even
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though the chemistry between them is electric,
he's obviously wrong for her in every way. But
when Honey discovers the devastating reason
for his moods she decides to give him another
chance. And discovers that the best songs aren't
always in tune... A hilarious, feel-good, sexy
romantic comedy for fans of Lucy Diamond,
Paige Toon and Giovanna Fletcher.
The Pilot and the Puck-Up - Pippa Grant
2019-09-13
He's the biggest, baddest, most spider-fearing
motherpucker on the ice... When you're named
after the king of the gods, the world expects
certain things of you. Tough? Damn right.
Smart? Don't let the hockey uniform fool you.
Large and in charge? Honey, I'm the biggest,
baddest, mother pucking-est machine to ever
own the ice. I shoot. I score. In and out of the
rink. I don't come early, but I come often, if you
know what I mean. And I always leave the ladies
wanting more. Until that chick last night. I'm no
one-thrust wonder, and you're damn right I'm
going to prove to her I can do better. But every
time I think I'm finally on my way back into her
pants, she one-ups and out-balls me. I should cut
my losses, lick my wounds, and walk away. But
Zeus Berger doesn't walk away from anything.
Especially when she's the only woman in the
world who might be able to handle me. The Pilot
and the Puck-Up is a standalone romantic
comedy featuring a hockey player whose ego is
the only thing bigger than his shoe size, the
most badass woman to ever fly a plane, rubber
chockey (don't ask), and no cheating or
cliffhangers.
Pucked Love - Helena Hunting 2018-11-13
As an NHL player, relationships haven't been my
thing. Shrouded in secrecy and speculation, they
never last very long. But then that's what

pucked-up-a-standalone-romantic-comedy-the-pucked-series-book-2

happens when you require an NDA before the
first date. Until Charlene. She's like a firefly.
She's elusive, and if you catch her she'll burn
bright, but keeping her trapped dulls her fire
and dims her beauty. I caught her. And as much
as I might want to keep her, I'll never put the lid
on her jar. Not at the risk of losing her. So I've
let her set the rules in our relationship. But as
long hidden secrets expose us both, I discover
exactly how fragile Charlene is, and how much I
need her. We're all broken. We're all messed up.
Some more than others. Me more than most.
When Sparks Fly - Helena Hunting 2021-09-21
Charming, hilarious, and emotional...When
Sparks Fly is Helena Hunting at her very best!
Avery Spark is living her best life. Between her
friends, her sisters, and Spark House, the event
hotel her family owns, she doesn’t have much
time for anything else, especially relationships.
She’d rather hang out with her best friend and
roommate, Declan McCormick, than deal with
the dating scene. But everything changes when
she is in a car accident and needs someone to
care for her as she heals. Declan avoids
relationships, giving him a playboy reputation
that he lives up to when he puts a one-night
stand ahead of a promise he made to Avery.
While he may not have been the one driving the
car, he feels responsible for Avery’s injuries and
is determined to make it up to her by stepping
into the role of caretaker. Little did they know
that the more time they spend in compromising
positions, the attraction they’ve been refusing to
acknowledge becomes impossible to ignore.
When they finally give in to the spark between
them, neither is prepared for the consequences.
Their love is fragile and all it will take is a blow
from the past to shatter it all.
The Billionaire's Wake-up-call Girl - Annika
Martin 2018-07-09
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